EUROPOLES
EUROPOLES Group

Profile

More than 60 years experience in the production of spun pre-stressed concrete poles

- Europoles is one of the founder of the production process of spun pre-stressed concrete poles
- More than 2,000,000 produced poles
- References in Europe, USA, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Algeria, Egypt, Nigeria etc.
- Specialized in customized solutions with high demands of serviceable life, durability, performance - regarding economy aspects
Profile

- Rukun Al Yaqeen International LLC is the flagship company; better known as RAY International or RAY Oman
- 100% Local Omani Company
- Provides an extensive range of products and services for Energy, Infrastructure and Oil & Gas industry segments
- Branch operations in UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Brunei, UK, Thailand
HISTORY EUROPOLES MIDDLE EAST

- 2006: Start of the project
- 2007: Signing of the JV agreement
- Summer 2008: Training of Omani workers in Neumarkt
- March 2009: Official start of the production in Oman
- Investment into the factory of 8 Million EUR
LOCATION: NIZWA – SULTANATE OF OMAN
LOCATION: NIZWA – SULTANATE OF OMAN
THE CHALLENGES OF A DESERT ENVIRONMENT

- Pole fires
- Wood Poles dry out and get cracks
- Damage by termites or corrosion
- Difficult availability of long poles
- Weak overhead line design
The Challenge of a Desert Environment

Latest high wind in Ibri – the result
Extreme climate: Effects on steel poles
FACTORS OF SUCCESS

German Engineering – produced in Oman:

- 2 months training of the local staff in Germany
- More than one year training on the job by German supervisors
- German plant & production management
- Implementation of high quality standards (ISO 9001, ISO 14001, CE)

Local Responsibility:

- Usage of local materials
- Continuous training and qualification of the workers
- Omanization rate of 42 %
- All heads/ supervisors in the factory are Omani
- High commitment of the workers to the company and the high quality standards
MORE THAN 60,000 POLES SINCE 2008